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Course IntroduCtIon
Let’s Get to Know Each Other
Introduce yourself in the following format:

 � Name

 � Company

 � Role and background

 � Familiarity with Cloud concepts and their practice

 � Experience in application development, infrastructure 
development, and/or operations

 � Expectations from this course

Overview
The CCC Cloud Technology Associate™ certification demonstrates 
that participants have the basic skill set and knowledge associated with 
cloud and virtualization. This certification is a critical step to advance 
your career as organizations look for qualified Cloud Technology 
Associates.

The certification allows IT professionals to operate effectively in a cloud 
environment as they can demonstrate an understanding of the cloud 
key concepts and its relevant terminology. Furthermore, it provides 
the foundation needed to successfully complete subsequent vendor-
specific training/certification programs and also provides a baseline 
for the subsequent CCC Professional level certifications.

1
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Course Objectives
At the end of this module, you will be able to:

 � Identify the fundamental concepts of cloud computing and 
virtualization. This will also include business benefits of cloud 
computing and technical aspects (high-level) of virtualization.

 � Identify the technical challenges and the mitigation measures 
involved in cloud computing and virtualization.

 � Understand the latest digitization trends associated with cloud 
computing.

 � Define cloud security and identify the risks involved in cloud 
computing as well as the risk mitigation measures.

 � List the steps to successfully adopt cloud services. 

This course is an introductory course in cloud computing, which 
covers fundamental concepts, definitions, benefits and challenges, 
virtualization, cloud reference architecture, and latest digitization 
trends.

Course Agenda
This is a two-day course. The two-day training plan is shown here. 

d
AY

 1

Module subject start end total time 
(in hours)

01 Course Introduction 09:00 10:00 01:00

02 Introduction to Cloud Services Model 10:00 12:30 02:30

Lunch and Break 12:30 01:00 00:30

02 Introduction to Cloud Services Model (Contd.) 01:00 02:00 01:00

03 Introduction to Virtualization: The Backbone 
Technology of Cloud Computing

02:00 05:00 03:00

Total (less lunch and Break) 07:30

Total 08:00

2 │ Copyright © 2018
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d
AY

 2
Module subject start end total time 

(in hours)

Recap of Day 1 09:00 10:00 01:00

04 The Role of Cloud and Other Technologies in 
Digital Transformation

10:00 12:30 02:30

Lunch and Break 12:30 01:00 00:30

05 Cloud Security, Risk, Compliance and 
Governance

01:00 03:00 02:00

06 Preparing for Cloud Adoption 03:00 04:00 01:00

Exam Preparation Guide and Mock Exam 04:00 05:00 01:00

Total (less lunch and Break) 07:30

Total 08:00

Types of Activities
The course contains activities, spread out in all modules, with the 
intent of enhancing participants’ understanding, adding context to the 
content, broadening participants perspective, reinforcing knowledge, 
and building confidence. 

By interacting among themselves and responding to the varying 
viewpoints, participants tend to learn continually. These discussion 
allow the participants to come across the thoughts of their peers, which 
help them know about each other’s past experience, perspectives, 
and opinions in the context of the topic in discussion.

Exam
At the end of the course, an exam will be conducted. The exam details 
are:

 � Bloom level: 1 and 2 

 � Question Type: Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs)

 � Question number and passing Mark: 40 questions with a 
minimum passing rate of 65% (26 correct out of 40) 

 � Time: 60 minutes (15 minutes extra for non-native examinees)

 � exam Type: Closed book 

 � suggestion: Recommended that participants take the exam 
after completion of the course

Copyright © 2018 │ 3
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Course Book
The Course Book is a comprehensive source of information and 
contains whatever is taught in each module. It is structured in such a 
way that makes learning easy, simple, and consistent. It also contains 
several useful activities and exercises related to the course.

Module Summary
This module covered the following:

 � The Cloud Technology Associate course allows IT professionals 
to operate effectively in a cloud environment as they can 
demonstrate an understanding of the cloud key concepts and 
its relevant terminology. 

 � The various objectives that this course will help you to 
accomplish.

 � The 2-days schedule of the training.

 � The course activities for better understanding of the concepts.

 � The exam format of this course (40 MCQs and duration 60 
minutes).

 � The Course Book containing all information taught in each 
module.

4 │ Copyright © 2018
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IntroduCtIon to Cloud 
servICes Model
Module Objectives
At the end of this module, you will be able to:

 � List the challenges and concerns for traditional computing 
methodology.

 � Define NIST’s and Gartner’s definition of cloud computing.

 � Explain the evolution of cloud computing and list the cloud’s 
essential characteristics, service models, and deployment 
models.

 � Define NIST’s cloud Taxonomy (service provider versus 
consumer responsibility model) and Cloud Actors (service 
providers, consumers, auditors, carriers, brokers).

 � Distinguish between traditional and cloud computing models in 
terms of business value.

 � List the cloud computing benefits and its challenges.

 � Define the various common cloud terminologies used in cloud 
computing.

2
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Module Topics
This module covers the four module topics:

 � Review Traditional Computing Challenges and Concerns

 � Cloud Computing Concepts, History, and Definitions

 � Cloud Computing Benefits and Challenges

 � Cloud Reference Architecture and Common Terminologies

revIew trAdItIonAl CoMputIng ChAllenges 
And ConCerns

traditional Computing Challenges and Concerns

5Copyright © 2018 |

Cloud Technology 
Associate

Review Traditional 
Computing Challenges and 

Concerns

Cloud Computing 
Concepts, History, and 

Definitions

Cloud Computing Benefits 
and Challenges

Cloud Reference 
Architecture and Common 

Terminologies

Traditional Computing Challenges and Concerns

Cost Savings 
(including 

maintenance)

Capacity 
Planning

Provisioning

Server 
Utilization

Identity and 
Access 

Management

High 
Availability

Scalability 
and Flexibility

Business 
Continuity

Disaster 
Recovery

Cost Savings (including maintenance)
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Review Traditional 
Computing Challenges and 

Concerns

Cloud Computing 
Concepts, History, and 

Definitions

Cloud Computing Benefits 
and Challenges

Cloud Reference 
Architecture and Common 

Terminologies

Traditional Computing Challenges and Concerns (Contd.)

Cost Savings (including maintenance)

Instead of paying for and organizing all the physical requirements of an on-premise data center, you can launch instances and 
resources in and on-demand nature.

On-Premise versus Cloud Computing

No long-term 
contracts

Physical space

Cabling

Power

Cooling

Networking

Racks

Servers

Storage

Certification

On-Premise 
(Up-Front On-

Premise Costs)

Cloud 
Computing 
(Variable Cloud 

Computing 
Costs)

Zero capital 
expenditure

Instead of paying for and organizing all the physical requirements of an on-premise data center, you can launch 
instances and resources in and on-demand nature.

 Food For ThoughT
How is scaling achieved in 
traditional/conventional computing? 
Think about it!

6 │ Copyright © 2018
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Cost savings (including maintenance): Traditional computing 
involves high initial capital investment for infrastructure and resources, 
maintenance costs (upgrades, updates, fixes, backups) and factor 
downtime periods for periodic maintenance/outages, electricity costs, 
cooling costs (no green computing), and licensing costs.

Provisioning (takes days, weeks or even months)

7Copyright © 2018 |
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Computing Challenges and 

Concerns

Cloud Computing 
Concepts, History, and 

Definitions

Cloud Computing Benefits 
and Challenges

Cloud Reference 
Architecture and Common 

Terminologies

Traditional Computing Challenges and Concerns (Contd.)

Provisioning (takes days, weeks or even months)

Companies Cannot Afford to be Slow

AWS: Infrastructure 
in Minutes

 Add New Development Environment
 Add New Production Environment
 Add New Environment in Japan
 Add 1000 Servers
 Remove 1000 Servers
 Deploy 1 PB Data Warehouse
 Shut Down 1 PB Data Warehouse
Everything changes with this kind of 
agility

Old World: Infrastructure in 
Weeks

provisioning: This is mostly done manually and takes weeks or 
months.

server utilization (unutilized resources during weekends, holidays)
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Review Traditional 
Computing Challenges and 

Concerns

Cloud Computing 
Concepts, History, and 

Definitions

Cloud Computing Benefits 
and Challenges

Cloud Reference 
Architecture and Common 

Terminologies

Traditional Computing Challenges and Concerns (Contd.)

Server Utilization (unutilized resources during weekends, holidays)

10% Utilization

90% Utilization

VirtualizationTraditional Approach

APP APP APP

OS OS OS

HYPERVISOR

PHYSICAL HARDWAREPHYSICAL HARDWARE

OPERATING SYSTEM

APPLICATION

server utilization: Servers generally utilized between 10% to 20% 
and remain idle during non-working hours, weekends, and holidays.

Copyright © 2018 │ 7
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Review Traditional 
Computing Challenges and 

Concerns

Cloud Computing 
Concepts, History, and 

Definitions

Cloud Computing Benefits 
and Challenges

Cloud Reference 
Architecture and Common 

Terminologies

Traditional Computing Challenges and Concerns (Contd.) 

Capacity Model

Creates over-provisioning and/or 
under-utilization effects

Achieves just-in time capacity 
provisioning and de-provisioning

Classic Capacity Model Cloud Computing Capacity Model

Actual 
Load

Actual 
Load

Reduction of 
initial 

investments

TIME TIME

IT
 C

AP
AC

IT
Y

IT
 C

AP
AC

IT
Y

Barrier for 
innovations

“Waste” of 
capacities

“Under-
supply” of 
capacities

Allocated 
IT-capacities Load

Forecast

Fixed cost of 
IT-capacities

No “under-supply”

Reduction of 
“over-supply” Possible 

reduction of 
IT-capacities 

in case of 
reduced load

Load 
Forecast

Capacity Model

Capacity Model: This is always over-provisioned and under-utilized 
with the result that total costs are incurred irrespective of full capacity 
is utilized or not. In the traditional computing environment, for any 
organization where workload is erratic, there will always be one of the 
two following situations:

 � over-provisioning of servers creating unused capacity and 
hence significantly higher cost per process than is desirable.

 � under-provisioning of servers that creates significant impacts 
in terms of service levels.

In the cloud computing model, this is translated to just-in-time capacity 
provisioning and de-provisioning achieved by scaling out or in when 
needed.

Scalability (mostly vertical and expensive)
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Traditional Computing Challenges and Concerns (Contd.)

Scalability (mostly vertical and expensive)

Horizontal

Vertical

Versus

Scale up – Add Bigger 
Resources

Scale out – Add More of 
the Same

Scale Up versus Scale Out

scalability: This is expensive and complex and scaling is also 
generally vertical.
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High Availability (resources not available 365/24/7)
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Computing Challenges and 

Concerns

Cloud Computing 
Concepts, History, and 

Definitions

Cloud Computing Benefits 
and Challenges

Cloud Reference 
Architecture and Common 

Terminologies

Traditional Computing Challenges and Concerns (Contd.)

High Availability (resources not available 365/24/7)

Multi Cloud (Multiple Cloud Providers)

Multi Region (Multiple Geographic Location)

Multi Zone (Multiple Data Centers)

Multi Instance (Local Clustering)

A
V

A
IL

A
B

IL
IT

Y

Higher

Lower

high Availability: Disaster recovery or fault tolerance is practically 
absent.

Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity (practically unavailable and 
not tested regularly)
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Traditional Computing Challenges and Concerns (Contd.)

Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity (practically unavailable and not tested regularly)

The process, policies, and procedures related to 
restoring critical systems after the disastrous 
effect.

Fault tolerant systems are measured by their 
availability in terms of planned and unplanned 
service outages for end users.

It leverages redundancy and replication to enable 
systems to continue operating properly if one or 
more components fails.

Fault 
Tolerance

High 
Availability

Disaster 
Recovery

 � Administration Management: This is done by administrators 
where human intervention is required.

 � Disaster recovery: Practically absent. If present, then not 
adequately tested.

Copyright © 2018 │ 9
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Identity and Access Management (limited access to network, VPN)
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Identity and Access Management (limited access to network, VPN)

Identity and 
Access 

Management

Authentication

AuthorizationFederation

Simplification

Identity and Access Management: This is limited and within the 
enterprise network or Virtual Private Network (VPN) connection.

Cloud CoMputIng ConCepts, hIstorY, And 
defInItIons

what is Cloud Computing?

what do you think? select the most relevant answer:

 � A technology

 � An architecture

 � A standard

 � A product

 � A service

Cloud computing, often referred to as simply “the cloud,” is the 
delivery of on-demand shared computing resources. Everything from 
applications to development platforms to data centres, over the network 
on a pay-for-use basis. It is a primarily a service (business model) 
backed by technology, and includes architectures and standards.

 Food For ThoughT
How many of you are currently 
using cloud services or have been 
using it for a while now? Think few 
examples.
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Cloud Computing Definition
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Review Traditional 
Computing Challenges and 

Concerns

Cloud Computing 
Concepts, History, and 

Definitions

Cloud Computing Benefits 
and Challenges

Cloud Reference 
Architecture and Common 

Terminologies

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 
configurable computing resources, (for example, networks, servers, storage, applications, and 
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service 
provider interaction. This model enables high availability and consists of 5 essential characteristics, 
3 service models and 4 deployment models (as shown below).

Or
Gartner defines cloud computing as “a style of computing where scalable and elastic IT-related 
capabilities are provided ‘as a service’ to customers using Internet technologies”.

Cloud Computing Definition

Cloud 
Computing

Source: https://www.slideshare.net/Ariba/gartner-presentation-aribalive-london

Source: https://www.slideshare.net/Ariba/gartner-presentation-aribalive-london
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Cloud Computing Definition (Contd.)

Five Essential 
Characteristics

Three Service 
Models

Four Deployment 
Models

On-demand self-service

Resource pooling

Rapid elasticity

Measured service

Broad network access

SaaS

PaaS

IaaS

Public cloud

Private cloud

Community cloud

Hybrid cloud

History of Cloud Computing
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History of Cloud Computing

Mainframe

PC, 
Client-Server, 

Web

Cloud 
Computing

Cloud Computing History: Phases 

(1961-1979) (1980-1998) (1999-Till Date)

 Food For ThoughT
Find out some other definitions of 
cloud computing and ponder over 
the similarities and differences 
between these definitions.

Copyright © 2018 │ 11
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The history of cloud computing can be categorized into three phases:
 � Mainframe:

 { 1961 – Professor John McCarthy proposes computing as a 
“public utility”

 { 1964 – IBM CP-40 operating systems uses virtualization

 { 1972 – IBM VM/370 is a virtual machine operating system

 � PC, Client-Server, Web:

 { 1980 – Popularity of the PC, client-server model

 { 1991 – The World Wide Web (WWW) popularizes the 
Internet

 { 1997 – First use of the term “Cloud Computing”

 � Cloud Computing:

 { 1999 – Salesforce.com and VMWare launch

 { 2002 – Amazon web services (Aws) launches and SOA 
emerges

 { 2006 – Hadoop launched, shortly followed by Amazon S3 
and Amazon EC2

 { 2007 – Salesforce introduces Force.com

 { 2008 – Google App Engine launches

 { 2009 – Microsoft Azure launches

Early examples of cloud computing included time-sharing in 
mainframes (1970) and email systems (1990).

Characteristics of Cloud Computing

on-demand self-service

 � Completely automated

 � Users abstracted from the implementation

 � Near real-time delivery (seconds or minutes)

 � Services accessed through a self-serve Web interface

on-demand self-service: A consumer can unilaterally provision 
computing capabilities, such as server time and network storage, as 
needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each 
service provider. For example ATM.
Source: NIST

Broad network Access

 � Open standards and APIs

 � Almost always IP, HTTP, and REST

 � Available from anywhere with an Internet connection 

Amazon Web Services (AWS)
Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a 
secure cloud services platform, 
offering compute power, 
database storage, content 
delivery, and other functionality 
to help businesses scale and 
grow.
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Broad Network Access
 Open standards and APIs
 Almost always IP, HTTP, and REST
 Available from anywhere with an Internet connection 

Service 
Provider

Windows Computers

Home Computers

Office Desktop

iMac

Tablets

Smartphones

International Locations

Broad network Access: Capabilities are available over the network 
and accessed through standard mechanisms that promote use by 
heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms, such as mobile phones, 
laptops, and PDAs. For example, an Executive travelling across 
continents/countries can access latest updates to website and reports 
which are available on laptops, tablets, desktops, and so on. Note that 
the device/endpoint in this view is part of the network.
Source: NIST

resource pooling

 � Resources are drawn from a common pool

 � Common resources build economies of scale

 � Common infrastructure runs at high efficiency

21Copyright © 2018 |
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Resource Pooling
 Resources are drawn from a common pool
 Common resources build economies of scale
 Common infrastructure runs at high efficiency

Application Application Application Application

Database Database Database Database

Separate application and 
separate databases

Single-tenant

One shared application 
and one shared database

Application

Database

Multitenantsingle-tenant Multitenant

resource pooling: The provider’s computing resources are pooled 
to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model, with 
different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and 
reassigned according to consumer demand. There is a sense of 

Copyright © 2018 │ 13
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location independence in that the customer generally has no control 
or knowledge over the exact location of the provided resources but 
may be able to specify location at a higher level of abstraction, such 
as country, state, or datacentre. Examples of resources include 
storage, processing, memory, and network bandwidth. For example, 
car pooling and taxi/cab sharing.
Source: NIST

rapid elasticity

 � As demand increases, resources are dynamically-allocated 
between users

 � Additional resources are dynamically-released when demand 
decreases

 � Auto scaling eliminates manual intervention

22Copyright © 2018 |
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Rapid Elasticity
 As demand increases, resources are dynamically-allocated between users
 Additional resources are dynamically-released when demand decreases
 Auto scaling eliminates manual intervention

Vertical Scaling 
(Scale up)

Horizontal Scaling (Scale out)

Adapted from https://cdn.edureka.co/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/HDFS-Horizontal-Scalabitlity-VerticaL-scalability-HDFS-tutorial-Edureka-528x295.png

Adapted from https://cdn.edureka.co/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/HDFS-
Horizontal-Scalabitlity-VerticaL-scalability-HDFS-tutorial-Edureka-528x295.png 

rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be rapidly and elastically 
provisioned, in some cases automatically, to quickly scale out and 
rapidly released to quickly scale in. To the consumer, the capabilities 
available for provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be 
purchased in any quantity at any time. 
Source: NIST

Measured service

 � Services are metered, like a utility

 � Users pay only for services used

 � Services can be cancelled at any time

Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use 
by leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction 
appropriate to the type of service, (for example, storage, processing, 
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Measured Service
 Services are metered, like a utility
 Users pay only for services used
 Services can be cancelled at any time
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bandwidth, and active user accounts). Resource usage can be 
monitored, controlled, and reported providing transparency for both 
the provider and consumer of the utilized service. 

Metering Capability: Typically this is done on a pay-per-use or 
charge-per-use basis. 
Source: NIST

Cloud service Models
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Cloud Service Models

Infrastructure
Servers, Computing Resources

Platform
Software Components

Software 
Applications

Software as a Service 
(SaaS), which provides 
applications to users.

Platform as a Service (PaaS), 
which provides specialized 
software components and 

programming tools to 
developers.

Infrastructure as a Service 
(IaaS), which provides 

computing infrastructure 
resources as a service to 

administrators.

According to the NIST definition of cloud computing, there are three 
main cloud service models: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as 
a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).

software as a service

 � Cloud provider runs business applications.

 � Applications are accessible from a browser.

 � Limited user-specific application configuration settings. 

Application examples service provider examples

Email & Office Productivity Salesforce

CRM, ERP Google Apps, Cisco WebEx

Social Media LinkedIn, Facebook

HR, Sales, Financials Microsoft (Office 365)

 Food For ThoughT
Think about few examples of cloud 
service models.
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This capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s 
applications running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications are 
accessible from various client devices, either through a thin client 
interface, such as a Web browser (for example, Web-based email), or 
a program interface. The consumer does not manage or control the 
underlying cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating 
systems, storage, or even individual application capabilities, with the 
possible exception of limited user-specific application configuration 
settings. 

A cloud infrastructure is the collection of hardware and software that 
enables the five essential characteristics of cloud computing. The 
cloud infrastructure can be viewed as containing both a physical 
layer and an abstraction layer. The physical layer consists of the 
hardware resources that are necessary to support the cloud services 
being provided, and typically includes server, storage, and network 
components. The abstraction layer consists of the software deployed 
across the physical layer, which manifests the essential cloud 
characteristics. Conceptually the abstraction layer sits above the 
physical layer. 

platform as a service

 � Consumer deploys applications on the cloud using programming 
languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the 
provider.

 � Consumer has control only over the deployed applications and 
application configuration settings. 

Application examples platform examples

Development and Testing Windows Azure

Business Intelligence Google App Engine

Integration Force

Database

This capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud 
infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using 
programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by 
the provider. The consumer does not manage or control the underlying 
cloud infrastructure including network, servers, operating systems, or 
storage, but has control over the deployed applications and possibly 
configuration settings for the application-hosting environment. 

Infrastructure as a service

 � Consumer can provision processing, storage, networks, and 
other fundamental computing resources.

 � Consumer controls over operating systems, storage, and 
deployed applications; and limited control of select networking 
components (for example, host firewalls). 

 Food For ThoughT
Think about how can a private 
organization run a SaaS application 
in its own data center?

 Food For ThoughT
If a deployed cloud application 
needs a configuration change, will 
that fall under PaaS?
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Application types service provider examples

Compute, Storage, Network Amazon Web Services

Backup and Recovery Microsoft Windows Azure

Content Delivery Network Right Scale

Service Management OpenStack

This capability provided to the consumer is to provision processing, 
storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where 
the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can 
include operating systems and applications. The consumer does not 
manage or control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has control 
over operating systems, storage, and deployed applications; and 
possibly limited control of select networking components (for example, 
host firewalls). 

Xaas Cloud services
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XaaS Cloud Services

Anything-as-
a-Service 

(XaaS)

Platform-as-a-
Service 
(PaaS)

Infrastructure-
as-a-Service 

(IaaS)

Identity-as-a-
Service 
(IDaaS)

Security-as-a-
Service 

(SecaaS)

Monitoring-as-
a-Service 
(MaaS)

Software-as-
a-Service 
(SaaS)

XaaS is a collective term that stands for a number of things including 
X as a service, anything as a service or everything as a service. The 
acronym refers to any of an increasing number of services provided 
over the Internet that have been traditionally provided locally. All other 
forms of XaaS (other than SPI services) fall under one of the three 
main SPI models.

 Food For ThoughT
How is the IaaS model the most 
flexible of all service models?
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Some of the other cloud services include:
 � MaaS is a framework that continuously tracks certain states 

of applications, networks, systems, instances or any element 
within the cloud.

 � SecaaS is a business model that integrates the service 
provider’s security services into the corporate infrastructure on 
a subscription basis more cost effectively than most individuals 
or corporations.

 � IDaaS solutions are cloud-based services that broker identity 
and access management functions to target systems on 
customers’ premises, and/or in the cloud. According to Gartner, 
IDaaS functionality includes:

 { Identity governance and Administration (IgA): This 
includes the ability to provision identities held by the service 
to target applications.

 { Access: This includes user authentication, single sign-on, 
and authorization enforcement.

 { Intelligence: This includes logging events and providing 
reporting that can answer questions such as who accessed 
what and when?

Cloud deployment Models
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Cloud Deployment Models

Public Cloud Private Cloud Community 
Cloud

Hybrid Cloud

A cloud deployment model represents a specific type of cloud 
environment, primarily distinguished by ownership and size. There 
are four types of deployments models namely public cloud, private 
cloud, community cloud, and hybrid cloud.

 Food For ThoughT
Think about how cloud deployment 
models reflect where the resources 
are actually hosted?
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